
GMTA GATE - Level A 

Practice Test 

 

1. Choose the correct name of this major key signature.          

a. G Major  b.   D Major             c.   Bb Major             d.   Eb Major 
 
 

2. Choose the correct name of this major key signature.      
      

a. A Major  b.   C Major              c.   G Major             d.   D Major 
 

 

3. Which choice correctly identifies this key signature?     
       

a. A Major  b.   D Major              c.   F Major             d.   G Major 
 
 
 

4. Which of these key signatures is drawn incorrectly? 

a.    b.     c.       d.      

 

5. Circle the correct key signature for D Major? 

a.     b.           c.          d.     

 



6. Choose the correct Key signature for Bb Major. 

a.      b.      c.      d.  
 
 

                      
 

7. Choose the letter that shows the correct placement of the half rest on the staff. 

 
a.      b.          c.               d.        

 

8. How many counts does this rest ( H ) receive? 

a. 1                b. 2                    c. 4                       d.  none of the above 

 

 
9. Identify the correct letter name of the following note. 

 
a.  E           b.   B          c.   F          d.   D 

 

 

10. Which of these is not a C? 

a.             b.           c.                d.   

 

11. How many counts does a dotted half note ( d) receive? 

 

a.  2            b.   1 ½                          c.   3            d.   4 

 

       



12.  Which rest is drawn incorrectly? 

 
a.      b.     c.            d. 

 
 

13. Which interval is labeled incorrectly? 

 

a.    5th        b. 8th   c. 6th    d. 2nd  
 

        

14. Which answer correctly identifies the following?       
 

a. 3rd       b.   5th     c.   4th  d.   6th 

 

15. Which letter correctly identifies the following intervals? 

   
a.   2nd      4th         b.  3rd     4th     c. 6th     1st      d. 4th     5th    

 

16. Which answer correctly identifies the following?        
 

a. 4th    b.   5th      c.   3rd         d.   6th 

 

17. Which example is a chord? 

 
a.       b.         c.                 d. 



18. Which answer correctly identifies the following?       
 

a. 5th   b.   interval               c.   chord          d.   arpeggio 

 

 

19.  Choose the correct time signature.     q q n q 'h h 'eq eh ] 
 

a. #     b.   @               c.    $            d.   none of the above   

 

 

20. Which note completes the measure?       # q n q 'n n     'r       ] 

a.  h  b.   q               c.   W              d.   e 

 

 

21. Which rest completes the measure?     $ n q   n 'h nq 'n qn q] 

a. Q  b.   W   c.   H   d.   q 
 

 

22. Which time signature is drawn incorrectly? 
 

a.   $  b.   @     c.  v   d.   # 
    

 
23. Which term means short and separated? 

 
a. legato    b.   staccato   c.   fermata               d.   accent 



 

24. What is the symbol shown here?    � 

a. diminuendo       b.   accent      c.  crescendo          d.   fermata 
 

25.  This sign    indicates to: 

a.  hold        b.   play smoothly      c.   play short        d.   accent 

 

26.  Adagio is: 

a. Smooth          b.   a slow speed        c. a fast speed               d. very soft 
                         and connected 
 

27. Which of these is softer than $  and louder than M ? 

a.   �   b.   C   c.   .   d. � 

 

28. What is the symbol for moderately loud? 

a.   $    b.   .   c.   C   d.   � 

 
 

29. Which symbol means gradually get softer? 

a.     b.  �  c.      d.    

 
30. Which symbol indicates to repeat? 

a. ]                b.   3                c.   }    d.   « 



GMTA GATE - Level B 

Practice Test 

1. Choose the correct name of this major key signature.       

a. Ab Major      b.   Db Major          c.   Bb Major           d.   Eb Major 
 

2. Choose the correct Key signature for Db Major. 

                               
a.            b.               c.                 d.    

 

3. Choose the correct name of this major key signature.   

a. D Major        b.   A Major           c.   F
� Major             d.   G Major 

 
4. Choose the correct Key signature for A Major. 

                                       
a.            b.              c.        d. 



5. Choose the correct name of this minor key signature.  

a. C
�
 minor b.   F

�
 minor             c.   B minor           d.   D minor 

6. Which choice correctly identifies this key signature?     

a. Bb Minor  b.   D minor              c.   F minor             d.   G minor 

 
 

7. Which is the correct positioning for flats in a key signature? 

                                     

a.         b.        c.      d.    
 

8. Which accidental is drawn correctly?  

     
a.                     b.                   c.                   d.    

 

9.  Identify the correct enharmonic notes? 

 
a.         b.          c.            d.   



 

10. Choose the example that is notated with correct stem direction? 

          
a.                   b.                  c.                            d. 

 

11. In À, how many counts does this rest ( E ) receive? 

   a.   ½                  b.   2      c.   1                 d.   0 

  

12.  What is the correct name of this rest?   E  

a. Quarter rest     b.   Eighth rest    c.  Half rest     d. none of the above 

 

 
13. Which of the following intervals is perfect? 

 

a.             b.      c.      d.  
 

       

14. Which answer correctly identifies the following?        
 

a. P 5th  b.   M 6th  c.   m 7th            d.   m 6th 
 

15. Which of these is the V chord of A Major? 

 
a.        b.                c.                 d. 

 



16. Choose the example that is a major scale. 

             
a.       b.         c.       d. 

 
       

17. Which note is the 4th degree/step of the F major scale? 

 
a.                b.          c.       d. 

 
 

18.  Which of these is common time? 

a.  @            b.   $          c.   C          d.   qnq  

 

19. Which of these is the IV chord in the key of G Major? 

 
a.                  b.              c.            d.    

 

20.  How many beats are in this example?  q e § j    

a. 4   b.   7             c.   6             d.   9 

 

21. How many beats are in each measure?   qnn Q 'nh Q 'eq eh 'Y Q q] 
 
a. 6   b.   5               c.   3               d.   4 
 



22.  Choose the correct time signature.     j § 'q eq e '§ j  ] 

a. #        b.   P                c.    (            d.   none of the above   

 

23.  Choose the correct time signature.      h  h  'q n h  'n q n q  ] 
 

a. C  b.   #                  c.   P             d.   none of the above   

 

24.  What is the meaning of staccato? 

b. smooth   b.   short and separated       c.   to hold           d.   to accent 

 

25. D.S. al Fine means: 

a. Repeat this  b. repeat from the c. repeat from the  d. none of the above 
Section again beginning to the fine     sign to the fine  

                   

26.  What is the meaning of cantabile? 

a. sweetly   b.   in a singing  c.   very soft            d.  gradually 
                                                            manner       getting louder 

 

27. What is the meaning of pianissimo? 

a. soft  b.   very loud    c.   very soft  d. moderately soft 

  
28.  Which symbol means cut time? 

a. c      b.  ~                c.   C          d.   Q 



 

29. Which term means moderate of walking speed? 
 

a. allegro               b.   adagio     c.   largo             d.   andante 

 

30. What is the meaning of molto? 
 

a. much             b.   little      c.  fast  d.   very fast     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



GMTA GATE – Level C 

Practice Test 

1. Choose the correct name of this major key signature.       

a. Ab Major    b.   Db Major                     c.   Bb Major        d.   Eb Major 
 

2. Choose the correct Key signature for Db Major. 

                               
a.           b.                        c.               d.    

  
 

3. Choose the correct Key signature for B Major. 

                                       
a.            b.                         c.                d. 

4. Choose the correct name of this minor key signature.  

a. C
�
 minor                    b.   F

�
 minor          c.   B minor             d.   D minor 



5. Which choice correctly identifies this key signature?     

a. B Minor            b.   D minor             c.   C
�
 minor          d.   G

�
 minor  

 

6. Which accidental is drawn correctly?  

    
a.                              b.                      c.                   d.    

 

7.  Identify the correct enharmonic notes? 

 
a.      b.         c.            d.   

 

8. Choose the example that is notated with correct stem direction? 

                     

a.                              b.                           c.                              d. 

 
9. Which measure is showing correct stem direction for all notes within the measure? 

 

 
a.       b.              c.                             d.                        e. 

[This question has been removed from the practice test.]



 
10. Which of the following intervals is perfect? 

               

a.             b.                         c.              d.  
 

       

11. Which answer correctly identifies the following?        
 

a. P 5th          b.   M 6th            c.   m 7th           d.   m 6th 
 

 
12. Which of these is a minor 7th? 

 
a.                          b.            c.            d.  

 

13. Choose the example that is a harmonic minor scale. 

            

 
a.               b.               c.             d. 

      

14. Which note is the 7th degree/step of the E natural minor scale? 

 
a.                 b.              c.              d. 

15. Choose the example that correctly shows the BbMajor scale. 

  

a.     b.      c.                d.   



 
16. Which of these is the IV chord in the key of G Major? 

 
a.                  b.                 c.              d.    

17. Which of these is the V chord of AbMajor?  

                 

a.               b.               c.              d. 
 

18.  Which description would correctly label these chords in the key of C minor? 

 
a.    V          i          b.  i          vi          c.  V        i           d. vi        ii 

 

19.  Which chord root is labeled incorrectly? 

    
a.      C      b.   D         c.   F           d.   B          e.   G   f.   F 

  

20.    Which cadence is labeled correctly? 

 
a.   Authentic b.    Authentic               c.    Half        d.    Half 

 

21.   Choose the correct time signature.     j § q e ' q e j  § ] 

b. #        b.   P                c.    (          d.   none of the above   



22.  Choose the correct time signature.      h  h  'q n h  'n q n q  ] 
 

b. C  b.   #                c.   P              d.   none of the above   
 

23.  What is the meaning of subito? 

c. smooth   b.   suddenly        c.   short and detached          d.   to accent 

 

24. D.S. al Fine means: 

a. repeat this  b. repeat from the c. repeat from the  d. none of the above 
Section again beginning to the fine     sign to the fine  

                   

25.  What is the meaning of cantabile? 

b. sweetly   b.   in a singing  c.   very soft               d.  gradually 
                                                            manner         getting louder 

 

26. What is the meaning of accelerando? 

a. gradually  b. suddenly louder;    c.   gradually              d.   suddenly 
        slowing down     accenting          grow faster       getting softer 

 
27.  Which symbol means common time? 

b. c      b.  a tempo                c.   C          d.   rit. 

 

28. Which term is binary form? 
 

a. simile                  b.   ABA    c.   AB               d.  repeat from the 
beginning to the Fine 

 



29. What is the meaning of molto? 
 
b. much      b.   little      c.  fast  d.   very fast     

 
 

30. What is the meaning of meno? 
a. More       b. much      c. less   d. little  

 

31. Draw the order of sharps as they appear in key signatures using standard placement. 

 

32.   Draw the key signature for CbMajor. 

                                                        

33. Draw stems and beams (where applicable) in the correct direction for the following: 
 

               

 

34.   Using quarter notes and correct stem direction, draw an Ebmajor scale. Add 

accidentals within the scale. 
 

                               



                                          

35. Using quarter notes and correct stem direction, draw an F natural minor scale. Add 
accidentals within the scale. 
 

                             
 

36. Fill in the time signature for the following example.   

             

 

37.   Draw the Primary Triads below for the Key of F Major. 
 

                             
                                   I             IV         V 
 

38.   Label these chords in the key of A major using Roman Numerals. 
 

  
     ______  ______   ______  ______   ______  _______ 
 
 

39.   Draw and label an authentic cadence using root position chords in the key of D Major. 

                          
     _______    _______ 
 

40.   Place these in order from softest to loudest: $, M, C, �, ., �   

 ________    ________    ________    ________    ________    ________ 


